Prosci Hub Solution Suite
The Prosci Hub Solution Suite is a family of online, cloud-based
products for change leaders and practitioners, that guide decisions
and inform actions, and help you excel in change management.
The Hub Solution Suite provides anytime, anywhere access to digital
content, resources and tools aligned with Prosci’s methodology,
training programs and Advisory Services. All products in the Hub
Solution Suite share a consistent, easy-to-use interface and are
available through the Prosci Portal.

Research Hub

Proxima

The experience of
thousands of change
leaders at your fingertips

Your guide to managing
change throughout a
project or initiative

Knowledge Hub

Instructor Hub

Content and resources to
build your knowledge and
skills to succeed at change

Guidance and materials to
deliver a transformational
learning experience

Best-in-Class Change Management Resources and Tools
The Prosci Methodology is one of the most widely used approaches to change management in the world. And it
encompasses a variety of models, research, tools, assessments, processes and more. The Prosci Hub Solution Suite puts
the elements of the methodology you’ll need most at your fingertips.
The suite’s content, resources and tools are organized into the following products:

Research Hub

Proxima

A single point of access to Prosci research,
including core studies, topical studies and
relevant data across a broad array of topics.
Reference over 20 years of best practices,
lessons learned and insights from thousands of
change leaders around the world.

A web application that guides you through the
Prosci Methodology focusing on the people side
of change throughout a project or initiative.
Achieve change success and deliver value to the
organization by following a structured, adaptable
and repeatable approach. Learn more.

Knowledge Hub

Instructor Hub

A single point of access to content and
resources related to a specific Prosci training
program or learning experience. Transition from
learning to application by understanding key
concepts and building new skills to succeed
at change.

A single point of access to facilitation guidance
and materials to deliver Prosci training
programs. Follow global delivery standards
ensuring a seamless delivery experience for
instructors and a transformational learning
experience for participants.
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Empowering You on Your Change
Management Journey
With the digital content, resources and tools you need to achieve
project success, build change capability, and excel in the discipline of
change management.

Who Is This Solution Suite For?
Change leaders and change practitioners gain access to one or more of the Hub Solution Suite products as follows:
For individuals – by attending specific Prosci training
programs that include access to certain product(s) in the
suite (renewable after initial subscription period)

For organizations – through a Prosci enterprise license
that includes access to certain product(s) in the suite
(renewable after initial license period)

Key Features and Benefits
Customized to meet your needs:

Offers an intuitive digital experience:

Provides on-screen guidance:

• Individualized – hub-specific content,

• Seamless – consistent user interface

• Tips – hub-specific content and

resources and tools organized to
support you on your particular
change management journey

• Licensed – individual products
licensed as part of a specific
training experience or enterprise
license offering, with subscription
renewals available past the initial
license period on an annual basis

and digital experience featuring
intuitive navigation, bookmarks to
frequently accessed content, and a
search capability to provide in-hub
search results

• Centralized – accessed through
the Prosci Portal with quick
navigation from hub to hub through
a standard hub control panel

• Adaptable – responsive design

“

• Localized – supports multiple
languages for global audiences
compliance with regulatory
standards that promote access
for people with disabilities

• Guidance – support to help guide
you through every step in your
project or change initiative

• Research – Prosci research findings
and best practices integrated
throughout your experience to
guide your actions and decisions

• Links – cross-hub links to related

to support access from your
computer, laptop or mobile device

• Accessible – designed for

resources organized logically with
tool tips provided along the way

content, resources and tools
served up in context to increase
your knowledge and guide your
project-specific application

Great product—very easy
to use. Well done!
Dana Houston Jackson
1898 & Co.

Please contact Prosci to learn more about this rich suite of change management content, resources and tools, and
how to leverage the suite in your change management practice or to build change capability in your organization.

Headquarters: +1 970 203 9332 | solutions@prosci.com
Canada Office: +1 902 826 9020 | info_can@prosci.com
Australia and NZ Office: +61 2 9810 6264 | info_anz@prosci.com
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